
product name kreon clima flex

general information
description kreon clima flex is an oxygen diffusion resistant hose system. It enables 

a secure installation by an audio-visual installation and a quick and 
easy removable connection. kreon clima flex excellently suited in 
conjunction with diffusion resistant flexible hoses for connections of 
heating and cooling systems, the flexible hose allows a very close bend 
radius. It is with its complete system 17 times below the required value 
of the oxygen diffusion resistance according DIN 4726. kreon clima flex 
has the fire protection classification E according to DIN EN 1350-1

benefits -  all hoses have been checked before delivery by 100 % concerning 
   pressure and density. 
-  very high flexibility of the flexible hose
-  very high durability
-  100% oxygen diffusion resistant hose including fittings, certified by 
   the MPA NRW
-  temperature range from -40° C to +70° C
-  fire protection classification E according DIN EN 1350-1, certified by 
   the MPA NRW
All this guarantees 100% system density.

versions
flexible hose DN13 DN13
copper tube Ø 10 Ø 12

clip colour white orange

connection possibilities
individual copper tubes 

with different versions
-  thread diameter at kreon clima flex quick adapter amounts to 10 
   mm or rather 12 mm
-  connections via crimping between cooling ceiling meander and the 
    copper tube

➊ initial situation

➋ shelved crimping

➌ crimping with pressed 
    jointing clamp

➍ ready-for-connection 
    meander at kreon easyCON

screw couplings
-  quick adapter amounts to 10 mm or rather 12 mm
-  male screw thread:  G 1/2 “ (SW21)  (others on demand)
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technical data
hose data -  nominal diameter: DN13

-  operating pressure: 10 bar max.
-  system test pressure: 20 bar max.
-  burst pressure: 40 bar max.
-  temperature range: -40°C till +70°C
-  braid: stainless steel with black tracer thread or plastic with blue and 
   red tracer thread

technical approvals -  tested by the MPA NRW according DIN 4726 concerning oxygen 
   diffusion
-  the reaction to fire has been controled according to EN 1350-1 and 
   certified with incendiary group E
-  ageing test, impulse pressure resistance and burst pressure have 
   been tested according to EN 61770
-  the exclusion of oxygen avoids the creation of corrosion and bacteria
-  a sludge accumulation of the system will be avoided
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